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Mishnah Shabbat, chapter 17

[Objects which, Rabbinically may not

be handled on Shabbat or Festivals,

are referred to as muktzah. They

include several categories. One

category is: objects which are neither

food nor utensils (known as muktzah

mahmas gufo — because of its

character). Another category is:

objects which were declared muktzah because they are instruments primarily used

for a labor that is prohibited on Shabbat (known as kli shemelakhto l'issur)].

(1) All utensils [that have doors or lids and that are not muktzah] may be handled

on the Shabbat and their doors [may be handled] with them, even if they were

detached on Shabbat [i.e., even if their doors or lids had already became detached

when Shabbat began], for they are unlike house doors, which are not mukhan

[i.e., house doors are not prepared and designated to be used on Shabbat when

not hanging on a doorpost and are therefore, muktzah when detached from their

hinges. However, a chest, for example, stands mukhan— prepared to be used on

Shabbat, as does a chest door, and therefore, its door may be handled on Shabbat,

(since it is fit to be reattached, it is still classified as a closet door and thus it is

a utensil, although it may not be reattached on Shabbat, since that would be

prohibited, as completing or fixing a vessel)].

(2) A man may take [an object which is muktzah because its primary purpose is

for a forbidden labor, such as] a hammer [and use it for a permitted purpose,

such as] to split nuts [so, too, one may handle and use], an axe to cut [a loaf of]

pressed figs, a saw to slice cheese, a shovel to scoop dried figs [from a barrel],

a winnowing shovel and a pitchfork to place [food] upon it for a child [i.e., to
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pass food over a small stream to a

child], a spindle or reed [used by

weavers] to spear with it [berries], a

hand [sewing] needle to remove a

thorn, and a sackmaker's [needle] to

[pick and] open a [locked] door. (3) A

reed for [dipping into a vat of] olives

[to ascertain whether they are

sufficiently ripe for pressing]: If it [the hollow reed] has a bulb on its top

[whereby the olive oil adheres to it when the olives are oozing and are ready for

pressing, then the reed has a receptacle, is considered a vessel and], is susceptible

to defilement; if not [if there is no bulb or knot with which to collect oil], it is

not [a receptacle, nor considered a vessel and hence, as a non-metallic utensil is

not] susceptible to defilement. In either case [since utensils do not require a

receptacle to be considered a vessel for Shabbat purposes], it may be handled on

the Shabbat.

(4) Rabbi Yose says; All utensils [even those whose primary function is for

forbidden labor] may be handled [for permissible usage, or when one requires

the place it occupies], except for a large saw and the pin [which cuts into the

ground to make furrows] of a plow [these, being valuable tools, are reserved only

for their specialty and have a designated storage area; the owner will not allow

other usage, lest the tools become damaged. This muktzah is referred to as

muktzah mahmat hisaron kis — the fear that use will reduce their value]. All
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eDpi`e DA oi`lnn m` ,diExTAW oa`d̈¤¤¤©¥¨¦§©§¦¨§¥¨

utensils [whose primary usage is for

permissible work] may be handled,

whether required [for use or for their

place] or not required [provided there

is some purpose in their being handled

such as to remove them from the sun

to the shade]. Rabbi Nehemiah says;

They [utensils whose primary purpose

is for permitted labor] may be handled

only when required [for the place they

occupy or for their specific purpose, e.g., it would be permissible to use a knife

for cutting, but not for propping a bowl; the halachah does not follow Rabbi

Nehemiah].

(5) Regarding all utensils that may be handled on the Shabbat, their fragments

may be handled as well, provided, however, that they can perform some kind of

task. [As examples,] the fragments of a kneading bowl [that can be used] to cover

the mouth of a barrel, [and] the fragments of a glass to cover the mouth of a flask

[may be handled. If, however, they are completely useless, they would be

muktzah mahmat gufo — because of its character]. Rabbi Yehudah says; [Not

so, rather, the fragments may be handled] provided that they can perform

something in the nature of their [intended] work; [As examples,] the fragments

of a kneading bowl, [which can be used] to pour a liquid of thick consistency

into them [similar to its intended purpose of holding dough]; or the fragments of

a glass, [which can be used] to pour oil into them [only these are permitted to

be handled].

(6) If a stone [is set] in a pumpkin shell [to weigh it down so that it sinks when
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oi`lnn oi` ,e`l m`e ,DA oi`lnn ,zltFp¤¤§©§¦¨§¦¨¥§©§¦
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placed in a well], and [thereby] one

can [use it as a bucket to] draw [water]

with it and it [the stone] does not fall

out, one may draw [water] in it [the

stone is considered as being part of the

vessel and therefore, is not muktzah];

if not [i.e., if the stone is not fastened

securely and will fall out when the

shell is submerged], one may not draw water in it [the stone, not being part of a

vessel, is muktzah, as are all other stones. The shell becomes muktzah, as well,

since it is now a basis ladavar ha'asur — a base for a forbidden object]. If a

[vine] branch is tied to a pitcher, one may draw [water] with it on Shabbat [since

the vine is now considered as part of the utensil, it is no longer muktzah].

(7) [One of the primary forbidden labors is building. This includes only permanent

structures; however, the Rabbis forbade building temporary structures, as well.]

Regarding a window shutter, Rabbi Eliezer says; When it is fastened [to the wall]

and suspended [in midair, not reaching the ground], one may close [the window]

with it; if not, one may not close [the shutter] with it [since he is lifting it off the

ground, this has the appearance of adding an addition to a permanent structure,

which, according to Rabbi Eliezer, is forbidden, even though the addition is only

temporary]. But the Sages say; [Adding a temporary addition to a permanent

structure is permitted and therefore,] in either case [and even if not connected to

the wall at all], we may close [the window] with it.

(8) All lids of utensils [which are cemented or otherwise attached to the ground]

that have a handle may be handled on Shabbat [having a handle indicates a lid

and hence, a utensil, rather than a covering and seal. Regarding lids of actual

utensils that are not cemented to the ground, all agree that they are vessels even

:dcedi iaxk dkld oi`e .dpey`xde.diexway oa`d`idy jezne ,min da mi`lnne dyai zrlc
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iiEQkA .mixEn` mixac dOA ,iqFi¥©¤§¨¦£¦§¦¥
oiaE KM oiA ,milMd iiEQkA la` ,zFrwxTd©©§¨£¨§¦¥©¥¦¥¨¥

:zAXA milHp KM̈¦¨¦©©¨

without handles]. Said Rabbi Yose;

When is this said? Regarding lids [that

are used to cover a hole] in the ground

[such as those used to cover a well or

cistern. Since a lid without a handle has the appearance of the ground itself and

thus, if removed or returned, resembles demolition or building], but the lids of

[actual] utensils [which are cemented and used to cover the ground] may, in any

case [i.e., even without a handle affixed to the top], be handled on Shabbat [the

Sages disagree maintaining that even an actual vessel-lid cemented to the ground

is considered as the ground unless it has a handle; the halachah follows the

Sages].

:minkgk dklde .zaya i`xr ld` lr oitiqen opax ixaqcgiieqika mixen` mixac dna

.zerwxw,dfig` zia edl zilc b"r` ixyc ibilt `l `nlr ilek milk iieqikac ,xn`w `xnba

ilek zece xea ly ieqik oebk zerwxw iieqikaeik ,dfig` zia edl zil i` xeq`c ibilt `l `nlr

.oiinc zerwxwk e`l xaq xne ,oiinc zerwxwk xaq xn ,zerwxwl mixaegnd milk iieqika ibilt

:rwxwk `ed ixd rwxwl xaegndy minkgk dklde
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